SECTION 1

REVISED SUBJECT/CATEGORY LISTING (1978)

UPDATED 1 September 1986

PROPRIETY CONSIDERATIONS

PART A COMMON ELEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE DISCHARGE PROCESS

**
(A01.00) Propriety of Discharge (discharge is proper, no specific issues of propriety)

(A01.01/02) Separation action not properly initiated

(A01.03/04) SM not properly notified of separation action

(A01.05/06) Improper physical examination at separation

(A01.07/08) Discharge authority not proper

(A01.09/10) Characterization based in part on prior service

(A01.11/12) Characterization based in part on pre-service record

(A01.13/14) Evidence in record does not support reason for discharge

**
(A01.15/16) SM not separated within reasonable/required time after approval

(A01.17/18) JAG's (Legal) review, when required, defective

(A01.19/20) SM's ratings/grades were not properly calculated or administered

(A01.21/22) Evidence obtained in violation of Article 31, UCMJ, (Self Incrimination) improperly considered

(A01.23/24) Evidence obtained from unlawful search improperly considered

(A01.25/26) Hearsay evidence improperly considered

(A01.27/28) Unsworn testimony or statements improperly considered
** (A01.29/30) Exempt/limited use evidence (related to alcohol/drug abuse) improperly considered

(A01.31/32) Other evidence improperly considered, including defective records of disciplinary offenses

** (A01.33/34) Discharge Under Conditions Other Than Honorable of inactive reservist based upon civilian misconduct found not to have had an adverse impact on the overall effectiveness of the military police morale and efficiency. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A61.11/12)

** (A01.35/36) Discharge with a General Discharge of inactive reservist based upon civilian misconduct found not to have had an adverse impact on the overall effectiveness of the military police morale and efficiency. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A61.13/14)

(A01.37/38) No counsel provided

(A01.39/40) Inadequate counsel

(A01.41/42) No board of officers

(A01.43/44) Presumption of regularity (Incomplete record)

** (A01.45/46) Counseling requirements not met or waived

** (A01.47/48) Rehabilitative requirements not met or waived

** (A01.49/50) Mental Status or Psychiatric Evaluation not conducted

** (A01.51/52) Statement submitted by applicant during discharge process not considered

** (A01.53/54) Honorable discharge mandated in this case

** (A01.55/56) Characterization or reason for discharge improperly changed by an authority involved in the discharge process and/or appropriate entries not made in file showing reason

** (A01.57/58) Discharge is improper because it was based on an invalid urinalysis test

** (A01.59/60) Other [Submit category/issue to:

Administrative Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]
PART B ELEMENTS COMMON TO DISCHARGES WHERE SM HAS RIGHT TO BOARD HEARING

(A02.00)

(A02.01/02) Commander's report improper

(A02.03/04) SM not properly notified of right to request board hearing

(A02.05/06) SM not properly notified of right to submit statement

(A02.07/08) Improper counsel for consultation

(A02.09/10) Waiver of board hearing not proper

(A02.11/12) Improper denial of request for board hearing

(A02.13/14) Improper composition of board

(A02.15/16) Improper counsel for representation

(A02.17/18) Ineffective assistance of counsel

(A02.19/20) Request for witness improperly denied

(A02.21/22) Command intervention (influence) improper

(A02.23/24) Improper denial of request to personally appear

(A02.25/26) Recommendation of board improper

(A02.27/28) Discharge authority's approval improper in light of board recommendation

(A02.29/30) Withdrawal of waiver not properly considered

(A02.31/32) Improper vacation of suspended administrative discharge

(A02.33/34) Other [Submit category/issue to:

Administrative Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]
PART C REASONS FOR DISCHARGE AND SPECIFIC ELEMENTS PERTAINING TO THESE DISCHARGES

(A03.00) Discharge For Expiration of Term of Service/Enlistment (ETS)

(A03.01/02) SM member did meet regulatory criteria for Honorable Discharge

==

(A03.03/04) Personal decoration during current service not considered. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A92.03/04) Equity Consideration

==

(A03.05/06) Characterization based on isolated acts of indiscipline. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A92.35/36) Equity Consideration

(A03.07/08) Characterization based on mental status or other medical evaluation

==

(A03.09/10) (Characterization improperly changed by commanding officer or transfer activity and appropriate entries not made in file showing reason) Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.55/56)

==

(A04.00) Discharge for Convenience of Government (Best Interest of the Service/Changes in Service Obligation) (see specific categories (A05.00 to A28.00) below)

(A05.00) Reduction in strength (Service manpower)

(A06.00) Erroneous induction or enlistment

(A07.00) Early separation under directed programs

==

(A07.10) Insufficient retainability for required retraining

==

(A07.20) Bar to reenlistment

(A08.00) Discharge on basis of alien status

(A09.00) Lack of jurisdiction

(A10.00) Sole surviving son/daughter or family member

(A11.00) Concealment of arrest record

(A12.00) Secretarial authority
Discharge for failure to meet weight control standards  (formerly obesity)

Discharge for motion/travel sickness

Inability to perform duties due to parenthood

Discharge to accept commission

Discharge for enlistment/reenlistment

Physically disqualified for or eliminated from Officer Candidate School

SM erroneously delivered punitive discharge before review final

Discharge for allergy to clothing

SM serving constructive enlistment with defective contract

Discharge for pregnancy or marriage

Discharge for conscientious objection

Marginal performer discharge (EDP/QMP): Non-trainee (1 Sep 73 - 30 Sep 82)

SM not properly counseled by command. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.45/46)

SM met required standards of performance after award of MOS

SM not in unit from which separated for required period of time

SM did not consent to discharge

Improper counsel for consultation (when required)). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.37/38 or A01.39/40)

Statement submitted not considered) Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.51/52)
(A24.13/14) (Not separated within specified period of time in service). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.15/16)

(A25.00) Marginal performer discharge (TDP): Trainee (1 Sep 73 - 30 Sep 82)

(A25.01/02) (SM not discharged within required time after enlistment). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.15/16)

(A25.03/04) (Trainee discharge not properly characterized as honorable). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.53/54)

(A25.05/06) (Trainee discharge not properly counseled by command before discharge). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.45/46)

(A25.07/08) (Statement/rebuttal submitted not considered). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.51/52)

(A26.00) Substandard performance/behavior (Petty Officer)

(A27.00) Substandard performance/behavior (Non-Petty Officer)

(A28.00) Condition/medical disability which interferes with performance of duties, not a physical disability

(A28.10) Conditions which interfere with military service

(A29.00) Entry Level Performance and Conduct (ELS) (After 1 Oct 82)

(A29.01/02) (Member not properly counseled/rehabilitated by command before separation). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.45/46 or A01.47/48)

(A29.03/04) Member not discharged within 180 days of AD/TADT

(A29.05/06) (Member not separated within three duty days after approval by separation authority). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.15/16).

(A29.07/08) (Statement/rebuttal not considered). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.51/52)
Convenience of the Government (Officers) (See specific categories (A30.10 to A30.70) below)

(A30.01/02) Renumbered. See (A30.10) below

(A30.03/04) Renumbered. See (A30.30) below

(A30.05/06) Renumbered. See (A30.50) below

(A30.07/08) Renumbered. See (A30.70) below

(A30.10) Parenthood

(A30.30) Other designated physical or mental condition

(A30.50) Review Action

(A30.70) Conduct adverse to the best interest of the service

Discharge for physical disability

(A32.00) Discharge (Characterization) as a result of DRE action

(A33.00) Discharge (Characterization) as a result of other official board action (e.g. clemency & parole, correction of military records)

Discharge for minority

Discharge for dependency or hardship

(A36.00) (Discharge for security reasons). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A37.00).

Discharge in the interest of national security

Failure in prisoner rehabilitation/retraining

Action by the Special Court-Martial authority

Discharge for Unsuitability (Prior to 1 Oct 82. For discharges prior to 8 Apr 59 use (A78.00)) (See specific categories (A41.-48. below)

(A40.01/02) (Counseling requirements not met or waived). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.45/46)

(A40.03/04) (Rehabilitative requirements not met or waived). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.47/48)
(A40.05/06) Mental status evaluation (when required) not conducted. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

(A40.07/08) Requested psychiatric or psychological report not conducted. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

(A41.00) Inaptitude

(A42.00) Personality disorder (Old character & behavior disorder)

   (A42.01/02) Neuropsychiatric (NP) evaluation not proper/present

(A43.00) Apathy

(A44.00) Enuresis

(A45.00) Alcohol abuse

(A46.00) Homosexual tendencies

   (A46.01/02) No verified record of homosexual acts prior to or during service

   (A46.03/04) Did not exhibit, profess or admit to homosexual tendencies

(A47.00) Financial irresponsibility

(A48.00) Unsanitary habits

(A49.00) Discharge for Unsatisfactory Performance (After 30 Sep 82)

   (A49.01/02) Counseling and rehabilitation requirements not waived. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.45/46)

   (A49.03/04) Notification requirements not met). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.01/02)

   (A49.05/06) Mental status evaluation or psychiatric evaluation report (if applicable) not conducted). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

\[\]
Discharge for Unfitness (see specific categories A51. - A58. below)

- (A50.00) Discharge for Unfitness (see specific categories A51. - A58. below)
- (A50.01/02) Counseling requirements not met or waived. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.45/46)
- (A50.03/04) Rehabilitative requirements not met or waived. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.47/48)
- (A50.05/06) Mental status evaluation (when required) not conducted. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)
- (A50.07/08) Requested psychiatric or psychological report not conducted. (Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

- (A51.00) Frequent involvement with civil or military authorities (8 Apr 59 to 31 Mar 76)
- (A52.00) Sexual perversion (Prior to 1 Oct 82)
- (A53.00) Drug use, sale or possession (Prior to 1 Oct 82)
- (A54.00) Established pattern of shirking (Prior to 1 Oct 82)
- (A55.00) Established pattern of failure to pay debts (Prior to 1 Oct 82)
- (A56.00) Established pattern of failure to support dependents (Prior to 1 Oct 82)
- (A57.00) Homosexual acts (Prior to 10 Mar 81)
- (A57.01/02) No confirmed proposal, solicitation, attempt or performance of homosexual acts
(A57.03/04) Isolated incident stemmed from immaturity, curiosity or intoxication

==

(A57.05/06) (Psychiatric/psychological evaluation (when required) not conducted). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

==

(A58.00) Unsanitary habits (Prior to 1 Oct 82)

==

(A59.00) Discharge for homosexuality (After 9 Mar 81)

==

(A59.01/02) (Notification requirements not met). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.01/02)

==

(A59.03/04) (Mental status evaluation not conducted). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

==

(A59.05/06) (Statement/rebuttal not considered). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.51/52)

(A59.07/08) With subordinate

(A59.09/10) Location subject to military control

(A59.11/12) For compensation

(A59.13/14) With person under 16 years of age

(A59.15/16) Openly in public view

(A59.17/18) With use of force, coercion, or intimidation

(A59.19/20) Other [Submit category/issue to:

Administrative Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]

(A60.00) Discharge for Misconduct (See specific categories A61. - A67. below)

(A61.00) Conviction by civil authorities (Foreign or domestic)

(A61.01/02) No conviction which met UCMJ punishment standards

(A61.03/04) Discharged before appeal action completed

[Handwritten note: 10]
(A61.05/06) Discharge not in accordance with policy for Non-U.S. convictions

(A61.07/08) Mental status evaluation (when required) not conducted. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

(A61.09/10) Improperly discharged after constructive waiver

(A61.11/12) Misconduct of inactive reservist discharged under other than honorable conditions based upon civilian misconduct found not to have affected directly the performance of military duties

(A61.13/14) Misconduct of inactive reservist discharged under honorable conditions based upon civilian misconduct found not to have had an adverse impact on the overall effectiveness of the military morale and efficiency

(A61.15/16) (Seriousness of offense). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A92.35/36) Equity Consideration

(A62.00) Fraudulent enlistment

(A62.01/02) Fraudulent entry not substantiated

(A62.03/04) Mental status evaluation (when required) not conducted. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

(A62.05/06) Recruiter misconduct

(A63.00) Prolonged unauthorized absence (extended AWOL/desertion) (Prior to 1 Oct 82)

(A63.01/02) Unauthorized absence (AWOL/desertion) not continuous 1 year or more

(A63.03/04) Mental status evaluation (when required) not conducted. Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.49/50)

(A64.00) Frequent involvement with civil or military authorities (1 Apr 76 to 30 Sep 82) (See procedural elements under unfitness A50.01-08)

(A64.01/02) Criteria for under other than honorable conditions (UO/THC/UO/HC) not met

/ /
** (A65.00) Homosexual acts (After 10 March 1981) (See procedural elements under unfitness A50.01-08; and A57.01-06)

(A66.00) Drug abuse (See procedural elements under unfitness A50.01-08)

(A67.00) Acts or patterns of misconduct (See specific categories A67.10 to 67.70) below

** (A67.01/02) Renumbered. See (A67.10) below

** (A67.03/04) Renumbered. See (A67.30) below

** (A67.05/06) Renumbered. See (A67.50) below

** (A67.07/08) Renumbered. See (A67.70) below

**(A67.10) Minor disciplinary infractions (After 1 Oct 82)

**(A67.30) Serious offense (civil or military) (After 1 Oct 82)

**(A67.50) Pattern of misconduct (After 1 Oct 82)

**(A67.70) Illegal use of drugs (After 1 July 83)

**(A67.90) Prejudicial to good order and discipline

(A68.00) Bad Conduct Discharge (BCD)

**(A68.01/02) BCD not affirmed on appellate review

**(A68.03/04) (Seriousness of offense). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A92.35/36) Equity Consideration

**(A69.00) Discharge for alcohol/drug rehabilitation failure (After 20 Nov 77)

**(A69.01/02) SM was not rehabilitative failure

**(A69.03/04) SM was discharged prior to minimal treatment

**(A69.05/06) (Discharge not properly characterized as honorable). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.53/54)

**(A69.07/08) (Improper counsel for consultation). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.37/38 or A01.39/40)

(A70.00) Request for discharge for good of service (GOS) for conduct which rendered SM triable by CM (See specific categories A71.-A77. below)

**(A70.01/02) Charges not preferred
(A70.03/04) Offense charged, not punishable by a "Punitive Discharge"

(A70.05/06) SM did not request for GOS discharge

**

(A70.07/08) (SM not properly counseled by attorney).  
  Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.37/38 or A01.39/40)

(A70.09/10) Request for withdrawal of GOS discharge not processed/considered

(A70.11/12) SM could not knowingly request GOS discharge at the time

(A70.13/14) No UCMJ jurisdiction over the person

(A70.15/16) No UCMJ jurisdiction over the offense

**

(A70.17/18) (Seriousness of offense). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A92.35/36) Equity Consideration

(A71.00) Conduct triable by CM: AWOL

**

(A71.01/02) Renumbered. See (A71.10) below

**

(A71.03/04) Renumbered. See (A71.30) below

**

(A71.10) Conduct triable by CM: Absent from appointed place of duty.

**

(A71.30) Conduct triable by CM: Missing movement

(72.00) Conduct triable by CM: Larceny

(A73.00) Conduct triable by CM: Assault

(A74.00) Conduct triable by CM: Drugs

(A75.00) Conduct triable by CM: DOLO

**

(A75.01/02) Renumbered. See (A75.10) below

**

(A75.03/04) Renumbered. See (A75.30) below

**

(A75.10) Conduct triable by CM: Dereliction of duty

**

(A75.30) Conduct triable by CM: Sleeping on duty

(A76.00) Conduct triable by CM: Disrespect

**

(A76.01/02) Renumbered. See (A76.10) below

13
Conduct triable by CM: Making a false official statement

Conduct triable by CM: Homosexuality

Discharge for inaptitude or unsuitability (Discharges prior to April 1959)

Discharge for undesirable habits or traits (Discharges prior to April 1959)

Officer resignation

- Officer did not tender resignation
- No elimination action initiated, when required
- Request not forward to military department by GCM authorities

Officer elimination

Officer expiration of term of service

Other [Submit category/issue to:

Administrative Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]
Discharge for unsatisfactory participation/attendance at drills/meetings (Reserve or National Guard personnel) (Use procedural elements under (A01.) series)

** (A84.01/02) (Member not properly notified by command before separation). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.01/02)

** (A84.03/04) (Statement/rebuttal submitted not considered). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.51/52)

PART D POLICY CHANGES MADE SPECIFICALLY RETROACTIVE

** (A85.00) Drug use/possession (Laird Memorandum) (Only applies to discharges executed on or before 7 July 1971)

(A85.01/02) Discharge based solely on drug related conduct

(A85.03/04) Discharge based solely on drug use/possession

(A85.05/06) Discharge based on sale, but mere conduit theory applies

(A85.07/08) Service record otherwise satisfactory

(A86.00) Personality Disorder (Old character and behavior disorder)

(A86.01/02) No NP evaluation

(A86.03/04) No NP evaluation diagnosing a personality disorder

(A86.05/06) Evaluation not conducted by proper medical authority

** (A86.07/08) (No clear and demonstrable reason for less than honorable discharge). Deleted 1 September 1986. Use (A01.53/54)

(A87.00) Other (Submit category/issue to:

Administrative Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301)

(A88.00)

(A89.00)
PART E  POLICY CHANGES NOT SPECIFICALLY RETROACTIVE

(A90.00) Procedural

(A90.01/02) Formal notification of separation action

(A90.03/04) Opportunity to respond (e.g. Submit statements)

(A90.05/06) Opportunity for a board hearing

(A90.07/08) Right to lawyer for consultation

(A90.09/10) Right to lawyer for representation

(A90.11/12) Opportunity to examine cross-examine witness(es)

(A90.13/14) Other [Submit category/issues to:

    Administrative Director
    Joint Service Review Activity
    OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
    Washington, D.C. 20301]

(A91.00) Policy

(A91.01/02) Character of discharge received by SM is not now authorized or required when a SM is discharged for the same reason or conduct

(A91.03/04) Conduct for which SM was discharged no longer provides an authorized basis for separation

== (A91.05/06) Clemency is warranted (Discharged with a BCD)

== (A91.07/08) Other [Submit category/issue to:

    Administrative Director
    Joint Service Review Activity
    OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
    Washington, D.C. 20301]
PART F QUALITY OF SERVICE

(A92.00)

(A92.01/02) Conduct and efficiency ratings

(A92.03/04) Awards and decorations

(A92.05/06) Letter of commendation

(A92.07/08) Combat service

(A92.09/10) Wounds received in action

(A92.11/12) Record of promotions

(A92.13/14) Rank/responsibility level at which SM served

(A92.15/16) Other acts of merit

(A92.17/18) Date and period of service which is subject of DRB review; length and quality of service under review

(A92.19/20) Prior (Honorable) military service

(A92.21/22) Post service conduct (Good citizenship)

(A92.23/24) Record of non-judicial punishment

(A92.25/26) Record of Court(s)-martial convictions

(A92.27/28) Record of conviction(s) by civil authorities while in service and part of service record

(A92.29/30) Record of unauthorized absences

(A92.31/32) AWOL, extended or multiple unauthorized absences

(A92.33/34) Record of confinement or other lost time

(A92.35/36) Offenses of isolated/minor nature (Not a serious offense)

(A92.37/38) Guilty of offense

(A92.39/40) Uncorroborated drug abuse charges

(A92.41/42) Bar to Reenlistment

(A92.43/44) Other [Submit category/issue to:

Administrative Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]
PART G  CAPABILITY TO SERVE (FACTORS WHICH COULD IMPAIR ABILITY TO SERVE)

(A93.00)

(A93.01/02) Age and maturity

(A93.03/04) Aptitude (Scores and education) *

(A93.05/06) Deprived background

(A93.07/08) Marital/family problems

(A93.09/10) Personal problems

(A93.11/12) Financial problems

(A93.13/14) Discrimination: Religious ∗

(A93.15/16) Discrimination: Racial ∗

(A93.17/18) Drugs

(A93.19/20) Alcohol

(A93.21/22) Medical/physical

(A93.23/24) Psychiatric/psychological problems (may include situational maladjustment)

(A93.25/26) Matters or conscience

(A93.27/28) Waiver of moral standards for enlistment

(A93.29/30) Counseling (by command, chaplain, etc.)

==

(A93.31/32) Discrimination: Sex ∗

==

(A93.33/34) Personality conflicts

==

(A93.35/36) Other [Submit category/issue to: Administrative Director Joint Service Review Activity QASD(MI&L) (MP&FM) Washington, D.C. 20301]
PART H OTHER EQUITABLE CONSIDERATIONS

(A94.00)

(A94.01/02) Severity of punishment (Civil or military): Current standards

(A94.03/04) Inaptitude ("Would but couldn't")

(A94.05/06) Too harsh: At issuance, discharge inconsistent with standards of discipline

(A94.07/08) Discharge in lieu of Court-Martial: Although a punitive discharge was authorized, the type of discharge the applicant received was too harsh under the circumstances

(A94.09/10) Multiple minor offenses (Multiplicity)

(A94.11/12) Arbitrary and capricious command actions or supervisory mismanagement or abuse that constitute a clear abuse of authority, and which, although not amounting to prejudicial or legal error, may have contributed to the decision to discharge or the characterization of service

(A94.13/14) Vietnam war syndrome

(A94.15/16) Received clemency discharge

(A94.17/18) Completed alternate service or excused there from

(A94.19/20) Failed to complete alternate service but reasonable explanation

(A94.21/22) Homosexual interest self-admitted

(A94.23/24) Homosexual act(s) committed with express/implied consent of an adult(s)

(A94.25/26) Homosexual act(s) off military installation

(A94.27/28) Homosexual act(s) resulted from duress

(A94.29/30) Drugs: Simple possession (Small amount)

(A94.31/32) Drugs: Use off duty
(A94.33/34) Drugs: Use off military reservation
(A94.35/36) Drugs: No use after exemption granted
(A94.37/38) Drugs: No sale/trafficking
(A94.39/40) Drugs: Use/possession
(A94.41/42) Substantial enhancement of rights (current standards)
(A94.43/44) Lack of alcohol/drug treatment
(A94.45/46) Not within the purview of DRB
(A94.47/48) Not an element of fact, law, procedure or discretion
(A94.49/50) Counseling pertaining to VA benefits not received
(A94.51/52) Counseling regarding request for change in character/reason of discharge not received
(A94.53/54) Unclear or nonspecific issue
(A94.55/56) The reason for discharge is inequitable
(A94.57/58) Other [Submit category/issue to:
Administration Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]

(95.00) Equity of Discharge (discharge is equitable, no issues of equity)

(A96.00) Other [Submit category/issue to:
Administration Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]

(A97.00)

(A98.00)
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

PART I ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION INDIRECTLY RELATED TO DISCHARGE PROCESS

(A99.00)

(A99.01/02) Application for conscientious objector (CO)
(A99.03/04) Application for hardship discharge
(A99.05/06) Improper enlistment
(A99.07/08) Improper induction
(A99.09/10) Enlistment option not satisfied or waived
(A99.11/12) Application for compassionate reassignment
(A99.13/14) Evaluation/consideration for physical disability discharge
(A99.15/16) Selected changes in service obligations
(A99.17/18) Other [Submit category/issue to:

Administrative Director
Joint Service Review Activity
OASD(MI&L) (MP&FM)
Washington, D.C. 20301]